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THE STABILITY OF A NONLINEAR, TIME-VARYING CONTROL SYST3M
This thesis investigates the stability of a class
of nonlinear, time-varying control systems using the
Second Method of Liapunov. A recent investigation of
this subject was done by Dr. Z. V. Rekasius when he pre
sented the sufficient conditions for stability for a
feedback system containing a single nonlinear,
time-
varying element whose input-output characteristic is con
tained in a finite sector. This stability criterion
developed by Dr. Rekasius is used to extend the region
of stability for a class of nonlinear, time-varying
systems represented by the equations
x = A x + b f(C,t)
0 = cTx
where x is an n-vector which represents the state of the
system, A is an asymptotically stable n by n constant
matrix, b and c are n-vectors, while U and f(,t) are
the input-output, respectively, of the nonlinear, time-
varying element.
Liapunov1
s second (direct) method is used in the
iv
stability analysis of this system. This method
enables
one to prove that a system is stable if a function
V = V(x1,x2---xn,t)
can be found which, together with its time derivative,




A particular form of the Liapunov function, V, first
proposed by Lure is assumed. By constraining the time
derivative of the Liapunov function to have a particular
form conditions for a stability criterion are developed
and presented in the form of a theorem. The conditions
of the theorem are designated as the Improved Criterion
and the Integral Constraint. The Integral Constraint
places restrictions on the input and output of the
nonlinear, time-varying element while the Improved
Criterion is used to calculate the maximum value of gain
that the closed loop system may assume and still guarantee
stability for the closed loop system.
The method of this thesis can be used to find the
sufficient conditions for stability and boundedness for
closed loop systems containing a single nonlinear, time-
varying element by a systematic approach.
This approach is particularly useful since it applies
the stability criterion developed for this class of
systems in its most general form thus yielding the
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LIST OF SYMBOLS
x -represents the first time derivative of the
function x.
A -denotes A is a matrix; all matrices are given
upper case letters with a bar beneath the
letter.
A -represents the transpose of the matrix A.
A"1
-represents the inverse of the matrix A.
x -denotes x is a column matrix (n-vector) ; all
n-vectors are given lower case letters with
a bar beneath the letter.
i -represents >/-T7
Re(z) -denotes the real part of a complex function.
Ixl -denotes the absolute value of a function x.
s -represents the Laplacian operator.
^ -represents "defined as."
CHAPT3R I
INTRODUCTION: LIAPUNOV STABILITY CRITERIA
Consider the problem of the stability of a class of
systems containing a nonlinear, time-varying element.
Methods of analysis that are applicable to a general non
linear and time-varying system are practically nonexistant.
Conventional methods used in the analysis of nonlinear
systems, such as the describing function, phase space,
etc. are not easily adapted for time-varying parameters.
On the other hand, conventional methods for analyzing time-
varying systems, such as solving the differential equations
by classical analysis or the perturbation solution technique,
rely on system linearity and are not easily adaptable for
nonlinear parameters. It would be desirable to apply a
method that does not attempt to find the solution of the
nonlinear, time-varying differential equations describing
the system but does give stability information.
One method to investigate the stability of this class of
systems is to use Liapunov1 s Direct Method.
'
This method
utilizes a function V (referred to as the Liapunov function)
which is analogous, though not necessarily equal to, the energy
possessed by a system. To prove stability it is sufficient to
show that V, the Liapunov function, approaches zero as time
approaches infinity. Thus, if a positive Liapunov function
2
is found, and the time derivative for this function
is




can be drawn by noting the energy
of a system is always positive and if the time rate of
change of the energy is negative the system is dissipating
or losing energy as time increases and will come to a lower
energy state and thus the system is stable. The
various
values of the Liapunov function can be thought to represent
a family of closed curves in the state space. A particular
value of the Liapunov function represents one closed curve
in the state space or an equal energy contour. If the
time derivative of the Liapunov function is always negative,
this implies that the state variable is going to a lower
equal energy contour as time increases and thus describing
a system (physical process) that is stable.
The type of Liapunov function to be used for the
stability investigation of the class of systems containing




This Liapunov function is a specific case of
This analogy agrees with one's intuitive concept of
stability. A problem arises when one attempts to convert
this intuitive concept into a rigorous mathematical technique
for determining stability, i.e. the description of energy
from a mathematical equation is not always possible.
Lure's first canonical form and consists of a general
quadratic form plus an integral:
o
V(x,t) a xTP x + fi ff(z,t) dz
where P = P70 i.e. xTP x>0 for all x^O
?
and S is a scalar constant.
With this Liapunov function, the time derivative, V,
will be evaluated. Then, with these functions (V and V)
and the proper constraints on the problem, a theorem can
be stated to prove stability in a finite sector for a class
of systems containing a nonlinear, time-varying element.
CHAPTER II
LIAPUNOV S DIRECT METHOD
2.1 Introduction
The second method of Liapunov is a general method
which can be used to determine the stability of linear
and nonlinear systems that are represented by ordinary
differential equations. The second method of Liapunov
is referred to as
Liapunov'
s Direct Method because it yields
stability information without the necessity of solving
the system equations.
This method was developed by the Russian mathematician,
(3)
A. M. Liapunov, in the late nineteenth century.
J/
However,
it was not until 19^ that the method was employed to
investigate the stability of the responses. of nonlinear
control systemsx
' The method was available in the United





s Theorems will be intro
duced and briefly discussed.
2.2 Liapunov' s Theorems
The theorems of Liapunov deal with the stability of a
^he word "introduced" is carefully chosen, since books
have already been exclusively devoted to stability theory
and
Liapunov'
s methods, a fev; of which appear in the
bibliography of this thesis.
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trajectory (or family of trajectories) of a system in the
state space described by a set of state variables. A
system may be described by a set of n differential equations
of the form
x = f(x1,x2'-*xn) (2-1)
where x^,Xp,**xn are the state
variables*
of the system
and f is defined in some region R of the state space.
Liapunov 's first theorem can be restated as follows:
If the origin of the state space is a
singular point (if not, then translate
the axes) and if there exists a scalar
function V(x.j ,x2J
"
*xn, t) such that
this function is positive for all values
of the state variables (except that it







and if the first time derivative, V,
is always negative or zero, never




The system is stable if V is positive
definite and V is negative semi-
definite.
A corollary to the first theorem of Liapunov states
that if a V function is positive definite while the V
function is negative semi-definite and if V = 0 is not
a trajectory of the system, then the system is
asymptotically
stable.'"
Restatement of the second theorem of Liapunov
is as follows:
If the origin of the state space is a
singular point and there exists* a scalar
function V(x1 ,x2, *xn,t) such that
this function is positive for all
values of the state variables (except




and if the first time derivative, V, is
always negative, never positive and




then the system is asymptotically stable.
Restating the theorem:
The system is asymptotically stable if
V is positive definite and V is negative
definite.
In the above theorems many key words are presented
and require further discussion.
The concepts of state and state space are used to
mathematically generalize (and condense) the representation
of a control system. A state of a system is the smallest
collection of numbers and equations which must be specified
at a particular time (t = to) in order to be able to
uniquely predict the behavior of the system for any time
after that given time (t>/to) and for any given input to
the system. The collection of numbers is referred to as
the state variables and the equations which represent the
mathematical relationship among the state variables are
referred to as the state space equations. The state space
is defined as an n-dimensional space in which the state
variables are co-ordinates. The loci of points in the
state space satisfying the conditions imposed on the state
variables by a mathematical representation of a physical
system (state space equations) are called the trajectories
for the system.
The singular points or equilibrium states of the
system (equation 2-1) are given by the roots of the equation
f(x1f x2,..-xn,t) = 0 (2-2)
The question that arises in the control problem is whether
the singular points or equilibrium points represent a
realizable operating point for the system. If the system
is brought close to a particular point and remains close to
that point then the singular point is stable.
For a linear system there is only one singular point
and that is the origin of the state space for that system.
8
If this singular point is stable, then the entire state
space represents a stable region of the system response.
For a nonlinear, time-varying system there can be
both
stable and unstable singular points as well as stable and
unstable regions of response. This leads to the conclusion
that for a nonlinear, time-varying system stability is a
local concept.'^ Thus stability for a nonlinear,
time-
varying system is associated with a region, R, of the state
space surrounding a singularity and for the purposes of
stability investigation the singularity is placed at the
origin of the state space by a translation of axes.
A system may be considered stable if the system
trajectories from inside the well-defined region, R, in
the state space approach R or remain in R as time approaches
infinity. If the system trajectories from inside the
region R approach the origin and remain at the origin of
the state space as time approaches infinity, then the system
is said to be asymptotically stable. Further, by allowing
the region R to be the entire state space and if the system
meets the above requirement, it is said to be globally
asymptotically stable.
When a function is referred to as a positive definite
or negative definite function it is meant that in a given
region the function has the same sign (positive or negative)
and
,
except at the origin, is nowhere zero. A function is
semi-definite if it has the same sign throughout the region
except at certain points for which it is zero, and it is
zero at the origin as well.




(a) The Liapunov function will give
the stability or instability of
a system without solving the
system equations, therefore*, it
can be a valuable tool for the
engineer.
(b) Liapunov instability theorems
can also be stated. However, the
object here is to find methods
for insuring stability while
using Liapunov functions, there
fore, they will not be dealt
with here.
(c) For a particular Liapunov function,
if the above theorems fail to show
stability, then this does not imply
the system is unstable. Similiarly,
if the instability theorems fail
to show that a system is unstable,
this does not imply that the system
is stable.
(d) The Liapunov function is not
10
unique and more than one may
exist for a particular system.
(e) Although a particular Liapunov
function may prove that a system
is stable in a given region, this
does not imply that the system




A CLASS OF NONLINEAR, TIME-VARYING SYSTEMS
3- 1 Introduction
In the last decade, Dr. Z. V. Rekasius and his students
have studied a class of control systems containing a non-
(9 10 11)
linear element and a nonlinear, time-varying element.
' '
The type of control system to be studied here is shown in
figure 3-1 .
The set of equations governing this class of systems
are
x = A x + b f( C,t) (3-1)
and
D = cTx (3-2)
where x is the state variable (n-vector) ,
A is an n x n constant matrix (linear plant) ,
b and c are n-vectors, and
the scalar quantities CT and f ( D ,t) are
the input and output, respectively of
the nonlinear, time-varying element.
The output f(TT,t) is a real-valued,





























A further restriction on the system is imposed on
the nonlinear, time-varying element. The output of
the
nonlinear, time-varying element is confined to a finite
sector (see figure 3-2) in the following manner:
0<
Df{0,t)<KC2
for all O i 0
f(0,t) = 0 for all t>/0. (3-3)
The problem is to determine the sufficient conditions
which must be satisfied by the linear plant for the closed
loop control system (3-1 through 3-3) to be stable. A
theorem pertaining to the stability of this class of
1 p
systems was presented by Rekasius.
^
The following section
will present this theorem along with its proof.
3.2 Stability in a Finite Sector
Consider a Liapunov function of the form first pro
posed by Lure.
V(x,cr ,t) s xTP x + (3 J f(z,t) dz
where P = PT>0, i.e. xTP x >0 for all x^O
and 6 is a scalar constant.
Taking the total time derivative of the Liapunov function
Ik





Evaluating the first term on the right side of equation Z-k,
one obtains the following result.
-- aTfi ? lTPx
-- iTP CAt ? k JM) *
(_*
t fofy?l
- lTfAl + iT k f(!W




+ATf^ +akTfl 9pA) (3-5)
The integral term on the right side of equation 3-*f
can be expanded, however, care must be taken because of
the differentiation of an integral involving parametersx
3)
After application of Leibnitz' rule one obtains
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Now f(0,t) = 0 for all t>,0, thus
T
Noting from equation 3-2, 5 = c x, it follows that
<u at
or
4=_ CT/U + CTb jfo-t) , (3_7)
Substituting equation 3-7 into equation 3-6, one obtains
f ($ c7b ffe,t) . (3.8)
Thus equations 3-5 and 3-8 together make the total time
derivative of the Liapunov function. Rearranging terms
V is expressed as
V(%o/tM) = nLT(AT?+fA)2: +(abTf + pcrA)Tt: fetj
4 $
tTb ?W) + p J3^&fc . (3-9)
17
With the above Liapunov function and its total time




In order to insure V is at least negative semi-definite
it must be constrained. These constraints then can be
expressed as a theorem and will give the sufficient con
ditions for stability of the system. Utilizing a lemma
MM
which is analogous to Kalman's Lemma will assist in the
proof of the theorem. This Lemma is given below; a dis
cussion of Kalman's Lemma and its proof can be found in
reference 1 5.
Lemma
Given a real non-negative number o ,
a real number, g, three real
n-vectors
(b, c and dj and a stable matrix A such
that (A, b) are completely controllable
T
and (A, c ) are completely observable,
then a real n-vector q satisfying








exists if and only if
tRe^dTC3"I-_Ar'k^
-5-
^-UTcj^i-A) y >,o (3.12)
for all real w.
A theorem giving the sufficient conditions for stability
of a class of systems containing a nonlinear, time-varying






x + b f(ir ,t)
and
0 =. cTx





holds for all real w.
c) The inequality
holds for all C7 and all t>,0.
d) The matrix A is asymptotically stable
(i.e. all the eigenvalues of A have
negative real parts.) Also (A,b) is
completely controllable and (A, c)
completely observable.
1Complete definitions of controllability and observability
may be found in State Space Analysis of Control Systems
by K. Ogata, Prentice-Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs, N.'J.,
1967, on pages 372-3. However, here it is meant that the
vectors b, A b,,,,An~'b are linearly independent and the
vectors c,ATc, '(A
/-n~
. are linearly independent.
20
e) The linearized system x = A x + K..b c x
is asymptotically stable for all K..
in the interval
0<K1<K.1
In the above theorem let condition (a) be designated
as the Beta Restriction, condition (b) as the Improved
Criterion and condition (c) as the Integral Constraint.
Proof of the theorem
In the Lemma let:
r-
c,
Then the Lemma implies the existence of a real n-vector,
q, such that:
(a) ATf*fA = -%i
-^<
iiT
(W f! + ({^
* (P*+ ') <0
"'This assumption is necessary to allow the possibility of
negative values of beta. However, for this thesis Beta











for all real w.
Substituting (a) and (b) into V (equation 3-9)
vfwo - %T^T-(K^Th




-(jw.*0 ft *w t3Tk%<) + pj$jrQ<l





Nov; a perfect square can be made in the above V




- to-o (e--k to*/)
By recalling the constraints on the system, namely,
b) Restriction of the nonlinear,
time-varying element to the
first and third quadrants (see
figure 3-2) and also the fur
ther restrictions imposed by
23
equation 3-3 > and
for all 0 and t>0,
the V function is at least negative semi-definite. Thus,
by the existence of a positive definite V function and a
negative semi-definite V function, the system is stable by
the Liapunov Stability Theorem. This completes the proof
of the theorem.
3*3 Summary
in the preceding chapter a theorem pertaining to the
stability of a class of nonlinear, time-varying control
systems was presented and proved. In this theorem, if two
of the three alpha's are set equal to zero simultaneously,
three simple subcases of the theorem can be formed. These
three simple subcases were used by Rekasius in finding a
sector of stability for a particular control system
(reference 12). These restrictions on the alpha's are not
necessary but they were used by Rekasius to simplify the
mathematical computations for finding the sector of
stability for his particular problem. Allowing C^, , c^and
c/3 to be nonzero simultaneously may yield a wider sector
of stability than can be obtained using
Rekasius'
simplifications. In the following chapters this generali





In the preceding chapter, a theorem to determine the
stability of the class of nonlinear, time-varying control
systems described by the equations
x = A x + b f(C ,t) (^-1)
0 = cTx (*+-2)
was presented.
In this chapter a frequency domain equivalent of the
Improved Criterion will be developed to transform from
the state space to the frequency domain representation.
This transformation will allow more expedient solution of
a particular problem.
k.2 Transformation
Referring to the block diagram of the system (figure *+-1)
define the open loop transfer function of the linear part





















































where "__.(s) and F(s) represent the Laplace transforms of
O and f(c ,t) respectively. In general the Laplace
transform of f(0 ,t) could be difficult, if not impossible,
to describe for a completely arbitrary f(G ,t). However,
for a particular f(u ,t) function, where f ( 0 ,t) is a
piecewise continuous function, the Laplace transform F(s)
will exist.
Taking the Laplace transform of the system equations
(^-1 and k-2) the equations






Solving equation k-k for x(s) ,
(SI-A) x(s) = b F(s)
or
x(s) = (sI~A)"*1b F(s) . (^f-6)
A function f ( o ,t) is said to be piecewise continuous in
a finite range if it is possible to divide that range into
a finite number of intervals such that f ( 6 ,t) is continuous
inside each interval and approaches finite values as either
end of any interval is approached from the interior of that
interval.
27
Premultiplying equation k-6 by cT,
cTx(s) = cT(sI-A)~1b F(s) . (J+-7)
Equating equations k-5 and k-7
Z(s) = cT(sI-A)-1b F(s)
or
FCS)
Using the definition of the open loop transfer function
G(s) = - -p^j ,
it is found that
G(s) = -cT(sI-A)_1b . (+-8)
It is also necessary to find sG(s). Using equation k-5
and multiplying by s,
sll(s) = scTx(s) = cTsx(s) (**-9)
Substituting equation k-k into equation *f~9
sl(s) = cT(A x(s) + b F(s)) (^-10)
28
Substituting equation k-6 into equation J+-10
s ^E-(s) = cTA(sI-A)~1b F(s) + cTb F(s)
or
s 7^) = cTA(sI-A)"1b + cTb (1+-11)




-s G(s) = cTA(sI-A)~1Ji+ cTb (^-12)
For s=jw equations *f-8 and ^-12 become
-G(jw)
= cT(jwI - A)"1b (k-13)
-jwG(jw)
= cTA(jwI-A)"1b + cTb (k~lk)
Substituting equations 1+ 1 3 and k-J\k into the Improved
Criterion of the theorem it becomes
for all real w.
Notice that the development of the frequency domain
equivalent of the Improved Criterion will allow a more
expedient use of the theorem since once the open loop
transfer function for the system is obtained it may now
29
be substituted directly into the Improved Criterion.
30
CHAPTER V
APPLICATION OF THEOREM TO AN EXAMPLE
5.1 Outline of Method of Solution
In applying the theorem the following method is used :
(1) Obtain the open loop transfer function,
G(s) , of the linear part of the system.
(2) Linearize the system by setting
& = A x + K b cTx and find the maximum gain
for stability of this linearized system.
Note: this maximum gain can be calculated
using the Routh-Hurwitz method.
(3) Verify that conditions (d) and (e) of the
theorem are met. Condition (d) can be
verified by showing the vectors
b) A b,
An
b are linearly independent
and the vectors c, A
c*
(A/'n~
'' c are also
linearly independent. Condition (e) can be
verified by plotting the root locus of the
linearized system.
'In general, linearization of a system is accomplished by
taking all the nonlinearities in the system and forcing
them to be linear. A time-varying system is linear, thus
linearization has no effect on this system. However,
linearization is used here to mean that the output of the
nonlinear, time-varying element is forced to be linear, thus
the effects of the nonlinear and time-varying element are
nullified and the system is linear and time-invariant.
31
(k) The nonlinear, time-varying function is
substituted into the Integral Constraint
to find values for c/( , o(L and 0(3 for the
problem,
(5). The Beta Constraint is now used to find the
allowable range of beta for the problem.
(6) Finally, the Improved Criterion is used to
find the maximum gain, K, that will insure
stability of the closed loop system.
Application of (1) through (6) to the problem, using
all the subcases, will give seven values of maximum gain
achievable, one for each of the subcases, whence the
largest maximum gain can be chosen as the solution to the
problem.
5.2 Example
Consider the nonlinear, time-varying control system
whose block diagram was shown in figure 3-1 and whose system
equations are given as:
*x"
+ 6x + 1 1 x + 6x = f ( (7 , t)
and
B = -x
This particular example is the problem that Rekasius has
worked in reference 12. It is used here to give a comparison
between the results of the subcases developed by Rekasius




















where f(c,t) satisfies the equations
0< C f(0,t) <
KC5U
for all Of 0
f (0,t) = 0 for all t ?/ 0.
The open loop transfer function of this linear plant may
be written as :
G(s) =
( .1) (s la) (= *3) (5-2>
33
Following Rekasius the nonlinear, time-varying element is
defined to be of the form:
f(c,t) = g(t) h(D) (5-3)
where
g(t) = (at + b) "P*, t>,0 (5->+)
and
O^h(tT) < KC7 . (55)
It is interesting to note that the nonlinearity h(i_> )
can be of any general form, such as a saturation nonlinearity,
but the time variation is a particular form. Some may
recognize the time variation chosen by Rekasius as one that
is obtained from an aircraft structure subjected to wind
gusts. Thus the method developed here is valid for any
nonlinear element as long as the product of the nonlinear
element and time-varying element meet the specifications
stated in Chapter III. Although this thesis uses a
particular form for the time-varying element this does not
limit the application of the methods developed here to that
particular form of the time-varying element. One might
assume the time-varying element to be sinusoidal. As one
mentally traces through the steps needed for solution of
the problem it would seem that this form of time-varying
element could even simplify the algebraic calculations.
Thus in concept the method developed here is valid for any
3^
time-varying element as long as the product of the time-
varying element and the nonlinear element meet the
specifications stated in Chapter III.
A typical curve of g(t) versus time is shown in




P = 0.!+253 (5-6)
the values Rekasius chose for this problem (reference 12).
Now that the system is completely defined for this
example, the maximum gain for the linearized system must
be calculated. Thus, the open loop transfer function for the
A. .
linearized system, G(s), becomes
G<s) = (s + 1) (s + 2) (s + 3)
*
^-7)
Using Routh-Hurwitz criteria (Appendix A) the maximum gain
for stability of a negative feedback system with this open
loop transfer function is Kraax = 60.
The next step is to verify that the example meets
conditions (d) and (e) of the theorems. Condition (d)
35








states the matrix A of the system must be asymptotically
stable and also (A,b) must be completely controllable and
rn
(A,c ) completely observable. The example considered here
meets these requirements of condition (d) as seen in
Appendix B. Condition (e) states the linearized system
must be asymptotically stable for all K1 in the interval
0<K1<K where K = 60 in this case. By a plot of the
root locus for the linearized system (Appendix C) it is
seen that this condition is satisfied.
The Integral Constraint must now be employed to find
values for W, , o(_. and c(2 . The Integral Constraint
states that
The task is to find values of c^, , cx^
and
o(5 that will
insure that the inequality holds for all
(5*
and t)},0.
Examining the left side of the inequality 5-3 while







Now using 0 *h(z) <Kz one obtains
Performing the simple integration one obtains




Substituting equation 5-11 into equation 5-10 the left
side of the Integral Constraint becomes
... j^ateii-Mas p(a-y-bP)eftKEl . (?.12)





Thus if values of </, , 0^ and 0(3
are found which satisfy
the inequality 5-13 then these same values of alpha will
also satisfy the Integral Constraint due to the inequalities
5-12, 5-10 and 5-9.
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At this point consider the following seven subcases.
It is to be noted that the first three simple subcases are
the ones Rekasius worked (reference 12).




For this subcase the Integral Constraint becomes
^(a-ap^VpJ^ptKf^ (K
5e
Dividing both sides of the inequality by fiO one obtains
(a-apt-t>p)-P I * of, . (5ii02,








will satisfy the Integral
Constraint for all U and t>/0.
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For this problem let.
V.-fa-tp^ -C5-1 50
At this point another restriction has been imposed
on this time-varying element, namely (a-bp) must be a
positive quantity. This restriction is necessary to insure
that c(j is positive. Since o(, appears in the derivative
of the Liapunov function it must be positive in order to
insure definiteness of sign as required. The choice of
a, b and p (equation 5-6) for the example worked here
results in (a-bp) being a positive quantity.
Subcase II: tf_. f 0 , tf, - of3 s O
Following a logic pattern similar to that used in
Subcase I, if c(^
' ^"(&"op) the Integral Constraint
will be satisfied for all CJ and t ^0 for Subcase II.
Subcase III; o( 4 o c<,
*
0^ s_ o
Following a logic pattern similar to that used in
i
Subcase I, if o( $
- akFlO^'kp) the Integral Constraint
will be satisfied for all
D"
and t>,-0 for Subcase III.
This completes the simple subcases that Rekasius
worked. Now the remaining four subcases will be considered.
This extension of
Rekasius'
work will be used to demonstrate




^ = 0 , o<t io } 0(3 $0
For this subcase the Integral Constraint becomes





~ X0^ where )T is a positive real
constant the inequality simplifies to
-Ua-apt-kp. 4 o^(a-Uk)( + I.K(a^+I.)6"P*y (5-17)
At t = 0 the left side of the inequality has a value ^-(a-bp)





ec2uation 5-17 will be satisfied
at t = 0. Taking the derivative of the left side of the
inequality one finds that the slope is negative, i.e.
slope = ~-%^- Taking the derivative of the right side
of the inequality one finds that the slope at t = 0




'This result ( 0^5 &<*) is purely a mathematical
manipulation and does not place any restriction on the
problem. The parameter gamma, must be a positive real
number due to the fact that alpha three appears explicitly
in the derivative of the Liapunov function. Thus to have V
negative semi-definite gamma must be real and positive.
*f1
where (2a - pb) is a positive quantity. The quantity on
the right side approaches zero as time approaches infinity
while the quantity on the left side will become negative




quantity on the right side has a positive increasing
value whereas the quantity on the left side has a positive
decreasing value. Thus if o(\_ is chosen such that the
inequality holds at t = 0, it will be satisfied for all




Subcase V: ^ * o ; c{,io , of^ ^ o .
Following a logic pattern similar to that used in
Subcase IV and letting 0(3 k <V<^{ where ^ is a
?
* 6-bp




Integral Constraint will be satisfied for all c and
t>,0 for Subcase V.
Subcase VI: c<3
= o
, <* + , **__ t .
Following a logic pattern similar to that used in
Subcase IV and letting dL | f o({ , then if
K C-bp
^1 ~ ZT 1 +iPKb the InteSral Constraint will be satisfied
for all 0 and t ?/0 for Subcase VI.
Subcase VII:
Following a logic pattern similar to that used in
Subcase IV and letting o( \% $c(x and c^ 4 YW| ,
1
then if (\~'tm U^Kb+ <Pl<lbl
the InteSral Constraint will
k2
be satisfied for all U and t*0 for Subcase VII.
Table 5-1 summarizes the conditions on alpha for all
the possible subcases. Using the numerical values of
a = 0.9701, b = 0.^000 and p = 0.^253 the Integral
Constraint gives values for the alphas as shown in Table 5-2.
The Beta Restriction Criterion of the theorem is now
used to find the allowable range of beta for this example.




For the Rekasius chosen example c = -1
, 0, 0^ and b
=|o
T






For Subcase VII this restriction gives
!_ . o . _M_ . >
K
\*
i + .M^K +
/





General Conditions on Alpha for the Integral Constraint
Subcase <*. 0(7. ^s
t JL (a-pb) 0 0
T 0 i (a-pb)
ab
0
in 0 0 *x(a-pb)
aict*
AL 0 i a-pb
^b i+n>K
tftf*
I_L K a-bp 0 <K
^ 1+ <Pkv
_2X







Particular Conditions on Alpha for the Integral Constraint
(for the problem with a=0.9701, b=0A000 and p=0A253)
3uBC/\S oi, <*__ C*3
I M K. O O
H 0 i 0
















Now that the conditions on alpha and the restrictions
on beta have been found the Improved Criterion can be used
to find the maximum gain of the linear plant which will





for all real w.
The calculation of the real part of G(jw), the real
part of jwG( jw) and G(jw)| is shown in Appendix D.
Substitution of these quantities into the Improved Criterion
results in the following
for all real w.
This inequality (5-19) will give a range of values of
gain, K, when the proper values of alpha are substituted
from Table 5-2 and the proper range of beta is observed.
An analytic solution of the inequality giving the relative
maximum values of gain would be desirable. Using the
standard methods of differential calculus to compute the
1By examination of equation (5-3IO) it is seen that only
positive w need be considered since all powers of w are
even. Thus real w becomes positive, real w for this problem.
k6
maximum point becomes extremely cumbersome for hand cal
culation since a seventh order equation results. To pro
vide the solution a digital computer program was developed
to obtain the maximum values of K. A flow diagram of the
computational scheme and a sample of the program used to.
find the maximum gain for the Improved Criterion is shown
in Appendix E.
Thus the maximum gain for each subcase was obtained.
The values are shown in Table 5-3. In comparing Table 5-3
with the results Rekasius obtained (reference 12), it is
seen that there is a significant improvement. The numerical
values obtained by the program and listed in Table 5-3 for
Subcases I, II, and III which were handled by Rekasius are
in agreement with his values. The results show that the
gains calculated for Subcases IV and V are as large as those
calculated by Rekasius (Subcases I and II). Moreover, the
results show an improvement is achieved by using Subcases VI
and VII where the gain calculated is greater than any of
the cases handled by Rekasius.
E. N. Rozenvasser developed a special case for the
Improved Criterion a few years before Rekasiusx'6' This
special case of 6 - 0 results in the extreme simplification
of the Improved Criterion to
+ Re. ^ <S|(}w)"} >y 0 for all real w.
TABLE 5-3
Maximum Gain, K, for Each Subcase
k7
SoBCASS. Kmax P CO
I 39. ^1 0A386 1.30
II 35.03 OA691 2A0
III 27.96 0.0000 1.80
IV 35.03 OA691 2A0
V 39A1 0A386 1.30
VI ^3.2^ 0.6^-00 . 2.60
VII ^3.2*+ 0.6^00 2.60
k3
The gain calculated using Rozenvasser
'
s criteria was
Kmax = 27.96 (see Subcase III). It is to be noted that
each of the subcases IV through VII gave a gain, K, that
is significantly greater than that calculated from
Rozenvasser ' s criteria.
A more detailed examination of each of the additional
subcases follows.
Subcase IV: In Subcase IV, 0({ = 0, o{t= -j + ,k*K
and 0(3
-
XW^ . When these values of alpha were
substituted into the Improved Criterion the constant
gamma was used as a variable parameter and
o(L , tf
and K were found by the computer program. As gajnma
was varied from V = 0 to ^_T = 10 the curve in
figure 5-2 resulted. These same results were plotted
in figure 5-3 showing gain versus gamma. The first
curve showed that the gain, K, decreased as c(L
increased and increased as tf3 increased. The second
curve showed that as gamma increased the gain decreased.
The maximum gain achievable using Subcase IV was
Kmax = 35.03 at ^ = 0. Note that ^ = 0 is
Subcase II and also that this is one of the subcases
worked by Rekasius. Rekasius calculated the maximum
value of gain as Kmax = 35.00.
.M-K
Subcase V: In Subcase V, tf, = -j + #-|6_f
k2
, #__ = 0
and 0(5
-
h^i . When these values of alpha were






















































was used as a variable parameter and e(t , o{2 and
K
were found by the computer program. As phi was varied
from
_Y
= 0 to if = 10 the curve in figure 5-k
resulted. These same results were plotted in figure 5-5
showing gain versus phi. The first curve showed that
the gain, K, increased as c^( increased and decreased
as 0/3 increased. The second curve showed that as phi
increased the gain decreased. The maximum gain
achievable using Subcase V was Kraax = 39. k.W at
( = 0. Note that 6( = 0 is Subcase I and also that
this is one of the subcases worked by Rekasius.
Rekasius calculated the maximum value of gain as
Kmax = 39. *+1 , agreeing exactly.
kK





= tyoit and (X3 = 0. When these values of alpha
were substituted into the Improved Criterion the
constant psi was used as a variable parameter and
c< , c^k and
K were found by the computer program.
As psi was varied from ^ = 0 to
M^ = 10 the curve
in figure 5-6 resulted. These same results were
plotted in figure 5-7 showing gain versus psi. The
first curve showed that as c({ and oi^ were increased
the value of gain, K, had a peak at K = *+3. 2k for
o(l
= 12.38 and &K
~
.283. The second curve showed
that as psi was increased the value of gain had a
peak at Kmax = ^3.2^ for
H*
=













































gain was a significant increase over the maximum gain
found by Rekasius which was K = 39.Vl .
kx





4V, and o(h - _fc(, . When these values of alpha
were substituted into the Improved Criterion the
constants psi and phi were both used as variable
parameters and c({ , *( L > ^3 and K were found by
the computer program. As psi and phi were varied from
zero to ten the results sketched in figure 5-8
resulted. Using these results the value of gain
changed as depicted in figure 5-9. These sketches
show that the maximum value of gain achievable using
Subcase VII is Kmax
= ^3.2*+ for o(t = 12. 38, o' = .283
and of* - 0. The values of alpha and gain are correct
to the number of significant figures shown. In the
actual calculation six significant figures were used.
This value of gain is the boundary value given by
Subcase VI. Possibly if 0^3 were allowed to become
negative in value a value of gain greater that
K = ^3.2^ could be achieved. Since 0(h appears in
the time derivative of the Liapunov function, letting
0(3 become negative would not insure definiteness
of sign as required. Therefore, o(3 must be restricted
to positive values for this choice of Liapunov function,
5.3 Summary































nonlinear, time-varying system previously studied by
Rekasius certain values for the bounds of stability
guaranteed by the theorem have been calculated. By allowing
e({ , o(z and o^j to be non-zero simultaneously the
theorem has yielded a larger sector of stability for this
system. In applying the theorem to investigate the stability
of other nonlinear, time-varying systems which belong to
the class studied here it is important to
use*
all the sub
cases of the theorem. This was illustrated by the example
when the maximum gain predicted by the theorem was not





The stability analysis of a nonlinear, time-varying
control system is a difficult mathematical task. At present
there is no general approach to the problem; the best one
can hope for is to be able to categorize the control
system under investigation as belonging to a particular
class of systems. Then this particular class of systems
can be analyzed using specific approaches such as phase
plane techniques, Liapunov techniques, etc.
In particular, the Liapunov technique of stability
analysis is a very powerful tool in the analysis of certain
classes of nonlinear, time-varying control systems. This
method allows one to perform a stability analysis on the
system without solving its differential equations. At the
present time the Liapunov approach of analysis is limited
due to the lack of methods for finding Liapunov functions
for a particular class of control systems. One of the most
useful forms of the Liapunov function is the first canonical
form as presented by Lure. The advantages in using this
canonical form are: (1) Liapunov functions have been
developed for the canonical form, and (2) it results in a
more direct and simplified criteria which may significantly
simplify the analysis of a
particular system.
Dr. Z. V. Rekasius has used a modified canonical form
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(quadratic form plus an Integral) for the Liapunov function
in application to a class of control systems containing
one nonlinear, time-varying element. This has resulted
in the development of a stability criterion for this class
of systems. This thesis uses that stability criterion and
illustrates how it can be applied to a particular example
to extend the boundaries of stability beyond those given
in the literature.
In applying this stability criterion, it is found that
in order to achieve the largest sector of stability one
must utilize the most general form of the theorem. The
particular example worked in Chapter V illustrates this
point. Rekasius worked this example using three very sim
ple subcases of the theorem. The maximum value of gain he
calculated for this particular problem was K = 39A1 . The
four additional subcases were developed by allowing the
alpha parameters to be nonzero simultaneously and the
maximum value of gain calculated was K = k^.2kt a
significant improvement over that calculated by Rekasius.
In applying the theorem stated in Chapter III to a non
linear, time-varying system belonging to the class of
systems presented here it is important to consider all the
subcases in order to achieve the maximum gain predictable
from the theorem.
Further work involving the stability of a class of
systems containing a nonlinear, time-varying element is
62
possible. It was noted before that the stability criterion
presented here gave sufficient conditions for stability
of this class of systems. Certainly it would be
advantageous to include the necessary conditions for
stability thereby having the stability criterion give the
necessary and sufficient conditions for stability of this
class of systems. One approach to achieve this might be
to add further restrictions on the derivative of the
Liapunov function thus making V always negative definite.
Another approach could be to assume a different
mathematical form for the Liapunov function where the
time derivative of this Liapunov function, V, would be
negative definite with the proper restrictions. This
approach would involve the investigation of new Liapunov
functions and perhaps would result in an addition to the






Routh-Hurwitz Criteria Applied to the Example
The characteristic equation for the linearized
system (figure A-1 ) is
Thus
B(s) = (s + 1) (s + 2) (s + 3) + K.
*
B(s) = s3 +
6s2
+ 11s + 6 + K. (A-1)
The coefficients of the characteristic equation









where c-j and d-j are given by
6 11 - 1 ! (6 + K)














= 0 places the closed-loop poles of the
linearized system on the imaginary axis and thus gives
the maximum gain for this system.
C1
=
66 ^(6 + K) = Q %
K = 60 . (A-2)
For K = 60, the linearized system is oscillating
due to the pure imaginary closed loop poles. If K>60,




Asymptotic Stability of the Matrix A; The Controllability
T
f (A,bJ and Observability of (A,c )
















which can be written as
x = A x + b f(B ,t)




A = 0 0 1







= [-1, 0, 0] . (B-5)
Now the eigenvalues of A can be found from
det(A -Xl) = 0, where I is the identity matrix. Per
forming the operations
-X 1 o





( -X) ( -X) (-6-X) -6 - 11 X =0
-X3
- 6 - 11 X ~ 0
\3 + 6A2 + 11 X + 6 = 0
( \+ D ( A + 2) ( X + 3) = 0 .
Thus the eigenvalues ( X = -1,-2 and -3) are negative
real numbers and the matrix A is asymptotically stable.
To show that (A,b) is completely controllable for
this system, one must show that the vectors b, A b and
A^b are linearly independent. Likewise to show (A,c_T)
is completely observable one must show that the vectors
. 4To> (AT)2c are linearly independent.
Now A and b are given be equations (B-3) and (BA) ,






0 0 1 0 = 1






















Looking at equations B-k, B-6 and B-7 it is apparent that
b, A b and A2b are linearly independent and so that
(A,b) is completely controllable.
Now A and c are given by equations B-3 and B-5}






























and (A ) c = 0
-1 (B-9)
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Looking at equations B-5, B-8 and B-9 it is
apparent that
c, A c and (A ) c are linearly independent so
(A,c ) is
completely controllable.
Hence it has been shown that the system (equation B-1)
satisfies condition (d) of the theorem.
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APPENDIX C
Root Locus for the Example
The open loop transfer function for the linearized
system is given by
a K1
G(s) = (s + 1) (s~2) (s * 3)
' (C-0
The root locus, i.e. the plot of the roots of the
characteristic equation of the closed loop system as a
function of the gain, for the linearized systenijis
shown in figure C-1 . By examining the root locus it is
clear that the linearized system is asymptotically stable
for any gain K-j in the interval 0<K-|<K where K was
found to be 60 in Appendix A. This result indicates that
the system satisfies condition (e) of the theorem.
72
.Fi<3iuP\E
^-"1 Root Locos fok LiMeARiteo Systeya
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APPENDIX D
Calculation of Re(G(.1wV) . Re CiwG(.iw)^ and
|G(.jw)|2
The open loop transfer function (linear plant) for
the system is given by
G(3w) = Ilw + 1) (jw + 2) (jw + 30 >
(D~1)
which can be rewritten as




+ j11w + 6







+ (11w - wJ)










1 1 w - w^
"3 7 + Aw4 + k9u2 + 36 ^^
7h






+ k9\X + 36
The Re (jw G(jw)") from equation (D-k) is










Computational Scheme and Sample Program Used for the
Improved Criterion
A computer program was developed to solve the
Improved Criterion for the example. This program cal
culated the maximum value of gain, K, allowable for each
of the subcases. Figure E-1 gives the computational
scheme used in the gain calculation. A listing of the































FlGOF^E E-l CoMPO-TAT|ONAL SCHEWK
[STor-EMD
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Sample Program for Subcase VII
FORTRAN IV G LEVEL 1













































READ (5, 90) B3TA0,DBETA,AK0,DAK0
BETA=B3TA0
AK=AKO









1 +( 1 1 . *3ETA-6. *BETA*ALPHA2-6. ) *W2( I)
1 +6. +6 . *BETA*ALPHA2BSTA*ALPHA1









8 WRITE (6,9D AK,BETA,W2(I)
9 BETA=BSTA+DBETA
90 FORMAT (^fF 10.5)
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